As usual we denote by Η°°
the Banach algebra of bounded holomorphic functions on a Riemann surface R equipped with the supremum norm H-^. Consider the ideal I(f l9 •••,/ w ) of H°°(R) generated by functions f l9 '" 9 f m in H°° (R) .
If a function g in H°°(R) belongs to I(f\> --',fm)> or equivalently, if there exist m functions h u
, h m in if°°(i?) with Σ/Λ = 8 on R, then common zero points of f u -,/ m are also zero points of g in the following strong sense: (ΐ.ΐ) ΣΙ/ίΓ^ίΙŷ =i on R for a positive constant δ > 0. The generalized corona problem asks whether the converse is valid or not. In the case g = 1 on R the problem is referred to simply as the corona problem. The simple corona problem was solved by L. Carleson in [Cl] in the case where R is the open unit disc D (see, further [Κ] , [G3] , [Ga] , [BR] , [SI] , etc). Whether the result can be generalized to arbitrary plane regions is still open, but there are many plane regions for which the problem is in the affirmative (cf. [Stl] , [Bl] , [Β2] , [C2] , [GJ] , [Gl] , [Ζ] , [D] , [DW] , [Na] , [Μ] , etc). While there is an example by Β. Cole showing that the problem is in the negative for general Riemann surfaces (cf. [G2] , [Nl] ). Also there are many cases in this category where the problem is in the positive (cf. [Al] , [Α2] , [St2] , [St3] , [Fo] , [EMI] , [ΕΜ2] , [HI] , [Η2] , [Ν2] , [JM] , etc).
As for the generalized corona problem there is a result by Κ. Rao [R] that has given a negative answer in the case R = D, the open unit disc. We now note the following result (cf. [Ga, p. 329] ) which can be reduced to the above mentioned Carleson result by taking g = 1:
THE WOLFF THEOREM. Iff, --,f m and g belong to H°° (D) with the condition (1.1), then there exist h u , h m in H°° (D) such that
Thus we must reformulate the generalized corona problem as follows: Determine the smallest positive integer w (R) for any given Riemann surface R such that there exist h l9 , h m in H°° (R) with
on R where f l9 -,f m and g are arbitrary functions in H°° (R) with (1.1). For convenience we set w (R) -οο if such an integer can not be found. Therefore the generalized corona theorem asks whether w(R) < οο, and the results of Wolff and Rao imply that (1.3) 2 < w(D) < 3 .
It is still not known whether w(D) = 2 (cf. [Ha] , [S2] , [Ce] ). For certain subalgebras of H°° (D) the similar considerations are made by [GM] and [Mo] . For general plane regions R it is not known whether w(R) < οο or not, but there are many plane regions R for which w(R) < οο and some results concerning the inequality (1.3) have been given (cf. [82] ). The Cole example mentioned above also shows the existence of general Riemann surface R for which w(R) = οο. In the case of the simple corona problem, we obtained in [ΗΝ] the corona theorem with bounds depending only on the sheet number η for 72-sheeted discs possibly infinitely branched. Our theorem completely generalizes the original Carleson theorem and, in addition, contains earlier works on finite Riemann surfaces. Thus finitely sheeted discs formed an important class for which the simple corona theorem is valid, although it is invalid in general as mentioned earlier. Therefore it is natural and important to study w(R) for finitely sheeted discs R although w(R) = οο may be the case for general Riemann surfaces R.
The main purpose of this paper is to establish the relation 
for a certain class of n-sheeted discs R, which we call simple (cf. 1.3 below), possibly infinitely branched and the class trivially contains D so that our result may be viewed as a proper generalization of the above (1.3): Theorems of Wolff and Rao. Some more interpretation of our result will be given in what follows. (R, D, π) be an unbounded n-sheeted covering surface of the open unit disc D = {\ζ\<1} with a covering map π when η is a positive integer. A Riemann surface R represented as the above (R, D, π) is referred to as an n-sheeted disc.
Let
We are mainly interested in w(R) for n-sheeted discs R. We observe the following inequality (cf. Appendix for a proof)
for n-sheeted discs R.
If an n-sheeted disc R has finitely many branch points so that if R is a finite Riemann surface, then we also observe (cf. Appendix for a proof)
If R is a covering surface of D of Myrberg type (cf. [SN] ), i.e. H°°(R) -H°° (D) , then (1.6) is of course trivially valid.
1.3. For our purpose to study the dependence of w(R) on the sheet number η for n-sheeted discs R, we should like to consider ιυ(ή) defined by
where R runs over the family of all n-sheeted discs. For a technical reason we restrict ourselves to the following subfamily of n-sheeted discs. An n-sheeted disc R is said to be simple or more precisely, simple with respect to a Blaschke product Β(ζ) on Ζ), if R is the Riemann surface of an η-valued function ζ = Β(ζ) 1/η for the Blaschke product
it appears. In addition to w(n) we consider
where R runs over the family of all simple 7i-sheeted discs. We obviously have the inequality W(n) < w(n) by definition. For particular cases η = 1 and 2 we have the equality
In fact, there is only one 1-sheeted disc which coincides with D and is automatically simple. Thus (1.9) is trivial for η = 1. Actually in this case W(l) = w(l) = w (D) . Since any 2-sheeted disc R is either simple or satisfies H°°(R) = H°° (D) , in the former case we have w(R) < W(2) by the definition of W (2), and in the latter case we have w(R) = Η (Ζ)) < W(2) by (1.5). Hence u;(2) <W(2) which establishes (1.9) for η = 2.
1.4. As was mentioned at the end of 1.2 a chief object of this paper is to deduce the inequality (1.4) for simple ^-sheeted discs R. The first inequality w(R) > 2 of (1.4) is a direct consequence of (1.5) : w(R) > w (D) with the Rao result w(D) > 2. Thus the essential part is the proof of the second inequality of (1.4) : w(R) < An -1. Although our proof covers the case η = 1 : W(l) < 3, since it is known as the Wolff theorem and we can have better estimate than w(R) < An -1 for the case η > 2, we will restrict ourselves only to the case η > 2. In this case we have the following sharper estimate of W(n) which we assert as the main result of this paper: THE MAIN THEOREM. The maximal power W(ri) for the generalized corona problem for simple n-sheeted discs with η>2 satisfies the following inequality
As was mentioned above our proof for (1.10) works as the proof of
which contains (1.3) as a special case of ra = 1. Here note that W(l) = w{D). We also remark that our proof with a suitable modification works as a proof for w(R)< οο for n-sheeted discs R generated by a Blaschke product whose zeros are not necessarily simple. The proof of the main theorem will be given in §2. The proof is https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0027763000003718 divided into two parts: the proof of the inequality W(n) < An -2 and that for W(n) > η + 1. In the proof of W(n) < An -2 given in the first half of § 2 three results of independent interest stated in 2.2 as Theorems 1, 2 and 3 will be made use of. The proofs of Theorems 1, 2 and 3 will be given in § 3, § 4 and § 5, respectively. The proof of W(n) > η + 1 given in the second half of § 2 will also be deduced from Theorem 4 stated in 2.5 which will be proved in § 6. Thus the paper consists of 6 sections. The last but not the least the author would like to express his sincere thanks to Professor Mitsuru Nakai for his helpful advice and guidance and constant encouragement for many years and also to Dr. Shigeo Segawa for his valuable comments on his work. § 2. Proof of the main theorem 2.1. Give an rc-sheeted disc (i?, D, π) and f u , f m , g satisfying (1.1). In order to find solutions of (1.2), we may assume that any of f l9 -,f m ,g is not identically zero and δ = 1. There exists a sequence {r k } (0 < r k < 1) converging to 1 such that each set π" 1^2 ! = r k }) does not meet the set
is the set of zeros of /. If we set D k = {|ζ| < r k } and R k = n~\D k ), then each covering surface (i? fc , D k9 π) is identified with an η-sheeted disc (R%, D, π Η ) . If R is simple, then Rf is simple. We denote by B k a finite Blaschke product which has a simple zero at each point of n k ({branch points of Rf}). The surface R k is conformally a Riemann surface which the n-valued fuuction ζ = B k (z) 1/n defines. We will give solutions with bounds of (1.2) in (R k , D k , π) so that, by the normal family argument, we will obtain solutions of (1.2) in (R, D, π) .
Let (R, D, π)
be an n-sheeted disc. For simplicity a function / on the open unit disc D is identified with the function /o^on the n-sheeted disc R so that H°° (D) c H°° (R) . For a function / on R we define functions A(f) and P(f) on D by for any ^ΐηΰ where π~ι{ζ) = {p u -,ρ η }. In the above sum and product, the multiplicity of the p k is taken into account.
By the reduction in 2.1, in order to prove Main Theorem, we only have to find solutions with bounds of (1.2) for the τι-sheeted disc (R, D, π) and functions f u -,/ m , g in H°°(R) satisfying (1.1) and having the following two conditions:
(a) R has finitely many branch points; (b) any of f l9 -,/ m ,g is not identically zero and holomorphic on R and does not vanish on dR.
We denote by H°° ( belongs to H°° (R) . Under this setting we now state three theorems, which are necessary in order to give solutions with bounds of ( 1.2) 2.3. The inequality W(n) < An -2 will be derived from those three theorems mentioned in 2.2. We remark that if h e if°°(i?), then P{h)jh e H~ (R) and || P^/fty*, < \\h\\l~\ We denote by I the ideal generated by fu ' -,fm' Firstly we will show by induction on k that P(gyBw*g*+*-* el (k = 1, ..., ή).
Therefore by Theorem 1, the above for k = 1 holds. We suppose that the above holds for 1, , k. We will show that
Replacing g" n by the right hand side of (2.5) we see that By the assumption of induction and Theorem 1 each term except the last of the right hand side of the above equality boelngs to / and the last belongs to / by Theorem 2. Secondly we will show that P(g)B<«-*)/»g*»+*-* el (k = 1, ., η).
When k = 1, we have 1 + 2η+1-2>4. Therefore by Theorem 1, the above for k = 1 holds. We suppose that the above holds for 1, , k. We will show that
Replacing g n by the right hand side of (2.5) we see that of the right hand side of the above equality belongs to I and the last belongs to I by the above first result.
Repeating the same argument as in the above two cases, we can show that J 3 (»-*)/» ir 8» + *-2 e J (fe = l f ... >η ).
Therefore we obtain g in~2 e I so that there exist h l9 , h m in H°° (R) such that we obtain (2.9). When k > 1, the function A(fB k/n ) vanishes at any zero point of Β. Hence, if / belongs to #°°(Λ), then A(fB k/n )IB belongs to H°° (D) so that we obtain (2.10).
2.5. We will show that W(ri) > η + 1. For the purpose we take the following theorem which will be proved in § 6. 
We make use of Blaschke products G and Β in the above theorem for the proof of W(ri) > η + 1.
Let R be a simple zz-sheeted disc which ζ = Β(ζ) (R) and satisfy the following inequality:
Suppose that there exist / and g in H°°(R) satisfying (2.13)
By Lemma 1 we have
where f k and g k belong to H°° (D) . If we replace / and g in (2.13) by the above representations of / and g then, by Lemma 1, we have the following (2.14)
for any ζ in D. Since any zero of Β(ζ) is simple, there exists an h Q in H°° (D) such that / 0 = h 0 B. Hence
As ζ approaches to 1 on the zero sets of G(z) the left hand side of the above converges to zero. This contradiction shows that (2.13) is invalid. § 3. Proof of Theorem 1 3.1. We will prove Theorem 1. We set 3.2. Our next task is to prove (3.3). This will be achieved by proving subsequent five lemmas. We start with the following LEMMA 2. Let R be an n-sheeted disc and f be any non-zero function in H" (R) . Set Proof. We will prove in the case when / = 1. If we set ω = Σ^ι|/^| 2 , then we have Therefore (3.9) holds. We next consider the case when / may not be 1. Observe that is independent of /. Based upon this fact the above proof for / = 1 also works for the general /. Namely, we may replace f 3 and g by ff j and fg in (3.8) and (3.9) established for / = 1.
• 3.3. Our second lemma is the following which will be used in the proof of our third lemma: Lemma 4: LEMMA 3. Let R be an n-sheeted disc. For any f in H°° (R) Therefore we obtain (3.10) and (3.11).
• 3.4. Our third lemma is the following which will be used in Lemma 6 below (cf. [Ga, ρ . 327]). 
LEMMA 4. Let R be an n-sheeted disc. For a non-zero f in H"(R) which does not vanishes on dR the measure

< 2eh(l -\wf) < (2ch)log-^-\w\
where c is some absolute constant. By the linear transformation w = w(z), the n-sheeted disc (R, D, π) is transformed into an n-sheeted disc (i? 0 , D, ττ 0 ). Let
fo(w) = f((w + 2b)/(l + z o w)).
The function f Q is holomorphic on i? 0 and satisfies \\fo\\o. 3.5. The following lemma will be also used in the final Lemma 6. We denote as usually by C^(fi) the class of all infinitely differentiable functions on the region Ω with compact supports in Ω. Let φ satisfy the following properties: φ e CQ (D) , φ>0 and (pdxdy 1. Let ψ ε = ε~2φ(ε~1ζ). We denote by * the convolution operation.
LEMMA 5. Let G = G aj3 in Lemma 2 and ρ be in C% (D) .
(1) The following relation holds:
If ε tends to zero, then the following two integrals converge to zero:
Proof By Lemmas 2 and 3 we see that functions Gp and d/dz(Gp) are integrable on C. Hence two functions of (3.17) are infinitely differentiable on C. Give any τ in Cj°(C). 
+ if (G P )(z)-H-t(z + Qdz Λ dz .
By Lemmas 2 and 3, if ε tends to zero, then the left hand side of (3.21) converges to zero. Hence by tracing identities of (3.20) reversely we see Since Gp is square integrable over C by Lemma 3, if we fix δ and make ε tend to zero, then the integral of (3.18) over Ό\Δ(0;δ) converges to zero. We have \z -ζ\ 2/η~2 < \z\ 2/n~2 for ζ in Δ, c J(0; δ). Also we have I*)-1 < \ζ -ζΙ" 1 for ζ in zf 2 c Λ(ζ; 3). Hence (3.22) ίί \ζ -ζ\ 2/η~2 log -dxdy < 2 ίί |^| 2^-2 log -dxrf^ .
JJj(O;<5) |2J| JJj(O;S) |2|
We will prove that if D is replaced by Δ(Ο;δ) in the integral of (3.18), then it can be made arbitrarily small uniformly with respect to e > 0 by making δ->0. We have
+ ff \Gpflog±-dxdy.
JJj(0;d) \Ζ\
We will evaluate the first term on the right hand side of the above.
The second term will be evaluated similarly and actually more easily. By using Lemmas 2, 3 and (3.22), consequently, the last term of the above can be made arbitrarily small by making δ -• 0. This completes the proof for the assertion concerning (3.18). The assertion concerning (3.19) can be proved similarly.
• 3.6. We are now in the stage to give solutions of the 3-problem (3.5). We state this in Lemma 6. LEMMA 6. Let R be an n-sheeted disc. For a non-zero f in H°° (R) which does not vanish on dR let G •= G a^ in Lemma 2.
( 
Here C = max(Cj, C 2 ) is some constant depending only on Σ™=ι II/30IL and m.
Proof. By Lemmas 2 and 4 we obtain (1). We denote by c t some constant depending only on Σ? α1 11/50IL and m. Take a number 0 < s < 1 such that E f C {\ζ\ < s}. Let r k = s + (*/8)(1 -s) (A = 1, , 7). We define ρ in CO°°([O, οο)) such that 0 < ρ < 1, ρ(0 =1 (0 < t < r 0 ), /ο(ί) = 0 (r 3 < t < οο) and \{dldt)p\ < 16(1 -s)"
1 . We set ρ(ζ) = ^(1^1) for any 2 in C. For ε < (1/8) (1 -s) we set
where ^? e is defined in 3.5. Hence G £ e C^iD). We will prove that if G is replaced by G s and is sufficiently small, then G e satisfies (1). Let S = {re i<?
: 1 -h < r < 1, \θ -θ ο \ < h} and denote h by l(S). We have
JJs \ζ\
Since (G^o) * φ ε -0 on {|«| > r 5 }, we may suppose that l(S) > 1 -r 5 . From Lemma 5 it follows that, for sufficiently small ε > 0, if \(Gp) * ^e| 2 log-Ldxdy < f f \Gp?log-±-dxdy + 1 -r 5
JJs \ζ\ JJs \ζ\
< CJ(S) + l(S) < (Q + l)l(S).
Next we will estimate each term on the right hand side of the following expression:
From the definition of ρ it follows that
By (1) and the Schwarz inequality, we have 
dz' log-dxdy < cJ(S).
From Lemma 5 (1), (1) and (3.26) it follows that for sufficiently small ε > 0 1 (3.27) dz log-dxdy < c 2 l(S).
\ζ\
Consequently, if G is replaced by G £ and ε is sufficiently small, then two measures of (1) 
.iff οω-iw,.
7Γ JJz> ζ -Ζ
From Lemma 3 it follows that G e and G are continuous on C and G £ converges to G uniformly on the boundary 3D = {\ζ\ = 1} as ε tends to zero because for any ζ in dD we have 4.1. We will give two lemmas before proving Theorem 2. Let C n be the n-dimensional complex Cartesian space, (Ζ, W) the inner product on C n and ||Ζ|| = V(Z, Ζ). Our first lemma is only elementary which will be used in the second essential lemma given later: LEMMA 7. There exists a finite set (Z u -,Z t } in C n such that \\Z t \\ = 1 (ί = 1, , t) and that
Proo/. For W in C n , we let ΡΓ^ = {Ze C M ;(Z, W) = 0}. 2. We will prove the following lemma which reduces an argument for an τι-sheeted disc to that for the unit disc. F m (m>ri) in H°° (R) , there exist 6 tj in H°° (D) and z t in H°° (R) (5.1) g* + axg"-1 + + a n _ x g + α η = 0 , where each a k belongs to H°° (D) . Let
If π~ι{ζ) = {ρ,ρ 1? .,ρ η _!}, then we have
Therefore we have
where C(n, k) is some constant depending only on η and k. )). Since lim(log(l -a))(log a) = 0 , the function Λ = ^(α) satisfies (6.4) and (6.5) so that m = ηλ(α) satisfies (6.1) and (6.2).
• 6.2. We now prove Theorem 4. Since Κ α of (6.3) is a compact subset of D, for any a, 0 < a < 1, by Lemma 9, there exist finite Blaschke products Β α and G a satisfying the following three properties:
(1) G a has a single simple zero at a (2) any zero of Β α is simple and contained in a sufficiently small neighborhood of a; By induction we will select a positive increasing sequence {α Ν } converging to 1 such that if we set •
